
Sample Test:  Test 134 - Rational Business Developer v7.1 
 
Examples of questions you might see on the test. 

 
Section 1 – Advanced Language / Development Environment  
 
Q1:  When can the masked property be specified? 

A. when the DataItem is used in a JSF handler 
B. when the DataItem is used in a text form 
C. when the DataItem is used in a VGUI record 
D. when the DataItem is used in a program 

 
Q2:  When developing a JSF handler, what is NOT a valid value for the displayUse property 

of a variable field?  
A.  Button 
B.  HyperLink 
C.  Secret 
D.  RequestLink 

  
Q3:  Which statement is NOT a valid EGL assignment statement?  

A. DATEINPUT DATE; 
B. DATEINPUT = DATEOUTPUT; 
C. move DATEOUTPUT to DATEINPUT; 
D. set DATEINPUT empty; 

 
Section 2 – Data Access 
 
Q4:  What is the easiest way to access an Excel spreadsheet with EGL? 

A. use a BIRT report to create or read the spreadsheet 
B. use a serialRecord, set the fileType property to .csv, and let the EGL language 

framework take care of everything 
C. call into a Java class through an exeternalType because EGL does not support direct 

reading of .csv files 
D. declare a record of stereotype CSVRecord and use a resource association to point to 

the actual .csv file 
 

Q5:  What kind of record stereotype is myRecord and what does the if statement check? 
A. myRecord might be any record stereotype.  The if statement checks whether the 

contents of myRecord match the value of the variable named invalidFormat. 
B. myRecord is a serialRecord.  The if statement checks whether the file type or length of 

the physical file matches match the EGL record definition. 
C. myRecord is an SQLRecord.  The if statement checks whether all of the column 

definitions in the actual SQL table match the EGL record definition. 
D. myRecord is an SQLRecord.  The if statement checks whether the actual SQL table 

name matches the tableNames property in the EGL record definition. 



 
Section 3 – Application Design 
 
Q6:  Which statement about JSF handlers is FALSE? 

A. As a general rule, the code in an EGL JSF handler should be kept as small as possible. 
Large or reusable code should be in a service or library part. 

B. EGL JSF handlers can call any other EGL logic part, including services, BIRT handlers, 
libraries, and programs. 

C. EGL JSF handlers can be called directly from EGL programs and services. 
D. EGL JSF handlers cannot invoke program functions directly. 

 
Q7:  Which technique provides the BEST combination of maintainability and performance for 

an EGL customer who needs to retrieve account balance information in a number of 
programs developed for its internal accounting system? 

A. a service 
B. a called program 
C. a function in a library 
D. a standalone function 
 

Section 4 – Generation and Runtime 
 
Q8:  What can be edited using the EGL Build Parts Editor? 

A. Symbolic parameters 
B. Conversion table parts 
C. ExternalType parts 
D. Deployment Descriptor parts 

 
Q9:  Which build part gives details on how a non-EGL program should be called? 

A. Bind Control 
B. Linkage Options 
C. Resource Associations 
D. Link Edit 

 
Section 5 – Interfacing to non-EGL Programs or Other Platforms 
 
Q10:  Which EGL statement(s) can be used to execute a non-EGL program running in IMS or 

CICS? 
A. call only 
B. call or forward  
C. call or transfer  
D. call, forward, or transfer 

 
Q11:  Which statement about report types supported by EGL is FALSE? 

A. The JasperReports engine creates reports in PDF, HTML, comma-separated, and plain 
text formats. 



B. The Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools (BIRT) engine creates reports in HTML 
or PDF format. 

C. The EGL text report engine creates plain text reports. 
D. All types of reports supported by EGL can be generated for both Java and COBOL. 

 
Section 6 – Problem Determination 
 
Q12:  When testing a generated COBOL program, how can a programmer obtain more 

information on the EGL statement flow within the execution environment? 
A. run the transaction using the CICS CEDF or CEDX command and trace the transaction 
B. generate with the build descriptor option debugTrace set to YES 
C. generate with the build descriptor option statementTrace set to YES 
D. modify the generated COBOL and insert COBOL DISPLAY statements 

 
Q2:  What is the order in which the EGL debugger uses information to determine the SQL user 

ID? 
A. the sqlID build descriptor option in the build descriptor part used for debug, the sqlID 

from the SQL preferences page, and finally a dialog displayed at connection time 
B. the sqlID from the SQL preferences page, a dialog displayed at connection time, and 

finally the sqlID build descriptor option in the build descriptor part used for debug 
C. a dialog displayed at connection time, the sqlID build descriptor option in the build 

descriptor part used for debug, and finally the sqlID from the SQL preferences page 
D. the sqlID from the SQL preferences page, the sqlID build descriptor option in the build 

descriptor part used for debug, and finally a dialog displayed at connection time  
 
 
Answer Key: 

1 B 
2 D 
3 A 
4 D 
5 B 
6 C 
7 C 
8 A 
9 B 
10 C 
11 D 
12 C 
13 A 

 


